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Integrated Document Technologies Joins AnyDoc Software’s
Value-Added Reseller Program
TAMPA, FL — April 29, 2009 — AnyDoc Software, Inc., an industry-leading
developer of automated document, data capture, and classification solutions, announced
today that Chicago-based Integrated Document Technologies, Inc. (IDT) has joined its
value-added reseller (VAR) program.
With more than 15 years of comprehensive enterprise content management (ECM)
experience, IDT provides a full range of integrated offerings including software
applications, hardware, and systems for scanning and imaging as well as strategic
consulting services. As an AnyDoc Software VAR, IDT plans to leverage the
combination of their in-depth knowledge of departmental business processes with
AnyDoc Software’s advanced technologies and solutions to streamline accounting and
other organizational processes for their clients.
“What attracted us to partner with AnyDoc was their rich history of successful
implementations, especially in the accounts payable market,” said Paul Winiecki,
national sales manager of IDT. He continued, “AnyDoc’s advanced document
processing and data capture functionally will dovetail nicely with our own in-house
procure-to-pay expertise.”
By offering their customers AnyDoc Software solutions, such as the award-winning
AnyDoc®INVOICE™, IDT will be providing a new level of technology. Unlike some
other invoice solutions on the market, AnyDocINVOICE automatically captures data
from incoming vendor invoices, including line item details, without the need for
templates or manual “training”. By eliminating manual processes, including manual data
entry, companies have been able to slash their per invoice processing costs by up to 50
percent, and at the same time boost productivity without adding staff. In most cases ROI
can be achieved in less than 12 months.
—more—

“IDT is well-respected in the ECM industry,” said David Talarico, vice president of
channel sales for AnyDoc Software. “Over the past 15 years they have established
themselves not only in the accounting vertical but also in manufacturing, order
fulfillment, and more. We are pleased to have the opportunity to combine our technical
software expertise with their business process knowledge,” Talarico added.
About Integrated Document Technologies, Inc.
The companies of IDT provide integrated ECM, ERP/Financial and CRM solutions
which help companies harness the power of information through business management
solutions. It offers system design consulting and a comprehensive range of products and
services to reduce paper, automate business processes, and enable regulatory
compliance. For more information about IDT, please visit http://www.idt-inc.com,
www.idtconsulting.com or call (877) 722-6438.
About AnyDoc Software
AnyDoc Software has been developing award-winning document, data capture, and
classification solutions since 1989. Thousands of companies worldwide rely on AnyDoc
solutions to eliminate millions of hours of manual data entry while improving their
productivity and data accuracy. Any paper form or document including invoices,
remittances, and checks can be automatically processed with full data capture without the
need for manual keying. Clients include: Fastenal Company, Sony Pictures
Entertainment, BlueCross BlueShield, the U.S. Census, LeasePlan, Coop, and more. For
additional information, please visit www.AnyDocSoftware.com.
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